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WFAE: UP FRONT

WFAE President’s Report by Eric Leonardson

Welcome to the first WFAE Newsletter of 2014. With the
explosion of interest in sound, and the related arts and
sciences, this year promises to be a busy year for acoustic
ecology and our membership. I hope all current WFAE affiliate
members will renew their annual membership soon. And, if you
are not yet a member, now is a good time to join as
membership comes with many benefits, including the annual
publication Soundscape: The Journal for Acoustic Ecology. Each
affiliate has its own membership application process and fees.
Contact information is listed on the WFAE Membership page.

Two important events will take place in 2014. The WFAE has endorsed the Sound In the
Land festival and conference, which will be held June 5-9 at the University of Waterloo
(Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). And the WFAE is pleased to be a co-sponsor of the “Invisible
Places | Sounding Cities", an international symposium on sound, urbanism and place, July
18-20 in Viseu, Portugal. 

Sound in the Land, organizer Carol Weaver writes, “Although [this conference] stems
from a Mennonite context (with Conrad Grebel being a Mennonite-based university college
on the campus of University of Waterloo) the scope, themes, and focus of this conference
will span far beyond a Mennonite focus. We are looking for proposals from all interested
presenters (no need to be Mennonite!) We will have conference presentations, workshops,
poster presentations, soundscapes, soundwalks, installations as well as concerts of live
music, singing, and new commissions.”

The WFAE and local organizers of Invisible Places | Sounding Cities will be announcing
a call for proposals at the beginning of January. Announcements will be made on the WFAE
acoustic ecology discussion list and the WFAE Facebook Page. The symposium will happen
with support from many organizations in Portugal, taking place within the annual Jardins
Efémeros (Ephemeral Gardens) arts festival. Alongside keynotes, workshops, and
performances concerning sound, urbanism, and place, a meeting between artists and
Portuguese researchers will be held with representatives of the WFAE in order to create
the Portuguese Society for Acoustic Ecology.

Volume 13 of our annual Soundscape: The Journal for Acoustic Ecology is near completion
and expected to be published in the spring. The guest editors are Makis Solomos and
Kostas Paparrigopoulos, organizers of the “Music and Ecologies of Sound Symposium” in
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Paris. Volume 14 will be guest edited by Jay Needham from the American Society for
Acoustic Ecology (ASAE).

This past November the Symposium on Acoustic Ecology at the University of Kent
happened, successfully co-organized by The School of Music and Fine Art with our regional
WFAE Affiliate, the UK and Ireland Soundscape Community (UKISC). The symposium
investigated soundscapes as complex sounding systems that change in space and time,
and shape our understanding of the surrounding world. Guest speakers included Barry
Truax (Canadian Association for Sound Ecology), Katharine Norman, and Richard Ranft.
130 people from 18 different countries participated. ASAE Vice President, Stephan Moore
reported that, “The quality of both the papers and the concerts was exceptionally high.” In
fact it was so successful that they plan to establish the Symposium on Acoustic Ecology as
a biennial event. Please read the full report from UKISC report from Dr Aki Pasoulas.

In related news La Semaine du Son (The Week of Sound) begins its 11th year in January.
Jean-Claude Casadesus, conductor, is the sponsor of this edition. La Semaine du Son 2014
will focus on "human behavior related to the sound environment." Events will be held in
Paris, Belgium, Switzerland, Mexico, Columbia, Argentina, Uruguay, and Spain.

To serve as a valuable educational resource for acoustic ecology the WFAE has a growing
directory of hundreds of online videos that are listed, categorized, and linked. This WFAE
video directory page provides convenience access to anyone interested in a range of
concerns within the field such as soundscape, soundwalk, education, etc. These videos are
also archived on the Soundscape Exploration blog where you can find the most current
listing.

Once again, it is important for those interested in acoustic ecology, whether you are from
the sciences, engineering, or the arts, to find a home in the WFAE. Membership in the
WFAE is also available for those who do not live near an affiliate. Information about
renewing, or joining, is available on the WFAE Membership page where links to each
affiliate can be found. 

2014 will be a year of change as new affiliates join the WFAE and other affiliates change
their focus and programs. These changes will be reported later in the year as information
becomes available. Meanwhile, I hope you enjoy this edition of the WFAE News Quarterly.

Header Photo: Canadian Composer Adam Clarke captured the
beauty of the SW Black Forest area of Germany atop the 644-
meter-high Freiburg Schönberg im Breisgau. Clarke's music can
be heard on SoundCloud.
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WFAE: MEMBER NEWS

In Australia: Jordan Lacy, Reporter

The AFAE has hosted several guest speakers this year. Since the last newsletter we hosted
Doctor Laura Brearly from the Deep Listening Project. Laura started the Shearwater
Festival in 2012, which is an annual festival celebrating the arrival of thousands of short-
tailed shearwaters. Laura spoke at length about the Aboriginal practice of Deep Listening
and discussed its overlaps with Acoustic Ecology. Another guest speaker was Martin
Fluker from the Fluker Post project. Martin has developed a project that involves the
community in monitoring changes to landscapes, particularly places of environmental
significance. Martin is hoping to add a sound element to the project and spoke to the AFAE
about his intentions.

Jordan Lacey and Susan Frykberg performed at the Shearwater Festival in November.
Jordan was commissioned to create a piece with Aunty Fay Stewart-Muir, an Aboriginal
Linguist, and Lisa Kennedy, a novelist. Lisa read a poem about the shearwater birds with
Aunty Fay provided Boonwurung translations. Jordan played field recordings of the singing
birds and a melodic bass-guitar response to the spoken words. Susan gave a short
'performance talk' entitled Acoustic Ecology is...... which included a deep listening exercise
based along Acoustic Ecology principles.

Ros Bandt performed JaaraJaaraSeasons, a celebration of the 7 Indigenous seasons in
the box ironbark acoustic sanctuary in Central Victoria. The work implemented a huge
solar powered five-speaker station environment through 55 acres, and included
responsive multi-cultural musicians. It will always remain a special event. Many hundreds
of people attended this huge sonic pilgrimage to country. Ross wishes to thank the Oz
Council and NFSA for making such a huge event possible. CDs are available from the
website.

Catherine Meeson has completed 'Oriental Temple Gardens Complex' which embodies
the intention of Acoustic ecology to enhance empathy with the natural world through it's
composite use of samples, arranged in a 22 minute piece. Woven within is an exploration
of relation via sound and the phenomena of entrainment with the intent to facilitate a
state change journey. It aims to be a balance of geophony, biophony and anthrophony,
composed to feature respectful relations and harmony; as both concept and 'sound' world.
It can be listened to here.

Anthony Magen was involved in the Maribyrnong soundwalk. The Maribyrnong
Soundwalk was a outdoor sonic event bringing together musicians of the West Head
Project (Jim Denley, Moncia Brooks, Dale Gorfinkel), Anthony and story-teller Uncle
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Larry Walsh. Uncle Larry told three stories, one to welcome us to Country using the Black
Swan Dreaming of his people and then the Platypus Dreaming in two parts as we walked
and listened along the banks of the Maribyrnong River. The sounds of the river and
adjacent industry, mixed with the subdued and subtle sounds of the WHP, and the
grounding stories from Uncle Larry, left participants with a unique access to the landscape
and conceptions of performance.

The AFAEs soundcloud page has new tracks uploaded, including field recordings from the
Shearwater Festival. We encourage everyone to listen, and all WFAE members are free to
contribute if they wish.

 

In Canada: Carmen Braden, Reporter

CASE has completed the transcriptions of key presentations from the 2009 Gabriola
Retreat, and is expecting to have translations completed in the New Year. CASE is also
undergoing a redesign of its website, including a new website name! The Gabriola
documentation will be launched along with the upgraded website. The new site will include
more updated information, a blog, and feature relevant content from sound ecology in
Canada. Watch for more information about this in the next Newsletter!

Scott Smallwood attended the Symposium on Acoustic Ecology at the University of Kent,
and along with Stephan Moore gave a collaborative performance piece and paper
presentation on the performance. The performance, "Losperus," used small microphones,
resonant objects and commonplace motorized devices to create a dense, evolving texture
of amplified sound. "Built by human caretakers into spontaneous kinetic sculptures that
swiftly form, interact, and disintegrate, the true performers are the objects themselves,
speaking and moving with a volition that eerily emulates animal awareness." Scott was
also part of the panel discussion and spoke on the idea of including noise as an element
that not should be ignored by acoustic ecologists and composers.

Scott Smallwood is a sound artist, composer, and musician who creates works inspired by
discovered textures and forms, through a practice of listening, field recording, and sonic
improvisation. He performs as one-half of the laptop/electronic duo Evidence (with
Stephan Moore), and currently lives in Edmonton, Alberta, where he teaches
Composition, Improvisation, and Electroacoustic music at the University of Alberta.

Carmen Braden will be presenting on "Sound-Telling", a sonic adaptation of storytelling
at the Canadian New Music Network Forum in Calgary which will be held January 23-26,
2014. As Carmen describes, "I come from a part of Canada where storytelling and oral
traditions are engrained in society. This art form has emerged in my musical compositions
and it has a power to connect audience with performer with composer with history with
future... When I combined my passion for music connected to sounds in the environment
(based in acoustic ecology, electroacoustics, and traditional composition) with storytelling,
it became sound-telling." Carmen is pursuing her Masters of Music Composition at the
University of Calgary, and operates Black Ice Sound out of Yellowknife, NT, Canada.

 

In Japan: Tadahiko Imada, Reporter

Hirosaki University in Aomori, Japan will host an international symposium, titled Proposing
a New Music Education View Through Non-European Sound Practices, (supported by
Hirosaki University International Music Centre), which will be held on the 18th and 19th of
October, 2014 at Hirosaki University 50th Anniversary Auditorium Michinoku Hall.  The
concept of soundscape as well as sound education will be intensively explored.  This two-
day event will invite a variety of scholars: Henry Jonson (University of Otago), Chi
Cheung Leung (Hong Kong Institute of Education), Lauri Vakeva (Sibelius Academy),
Anita Prest (University of British Columbia), Yuko Sugiyama (Hirosaki University), Jun-
ichiro Suwa (Hirosaki University).  Further programme will be found shorty through the
website.  Contact: Tadahiko Imada (timada@cc.hirosaki-u.ac.jp)

 

In the USA: Hethre Contant, Reporter
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Members Tom Haigh and Monica Ryan are completing a World Listening Day podcast. It
includes interviews with Barry Truax, Eric Leonardson, and Sabine Breitsameter
about the current state of acoustic ecology and the legacy of R. Murray Schafer, who
celebrated his 80th birthday on July 18, 2013. This is the second of a series of podcasts
about the World Listening Project. You can listen to the previous one, Episode #7: World
Listening Day 2012 at Sounding Out! Both podcasts were recorded and produced by Tom
Haigh at ARU Chicago.

Christopher Preissing, MSAE co-chair, performed his sound score for Kristina
Isabelle's The Floating City during three performances in Chicago (October 24-26), one
performance at Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin (November 14), and two
performances in Columbus, Ohio (December 5-6). The score consists of cityscape field
recordings of Chicago and live found percussion objects. Preissing will also present a new
sound installation in conjunction with a screening of the 1928 silent film The Passion of
Joan of Arc on April 4-6 at the University of Notre Dame. The installation is based on
themes from the film and the character of Joan of Arc.

Jay Needham (ASAE President) visited the Department of Sound's weekly Colloquium
Series at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago on December 5. He met with Midwest
Society for Acoustic Ecology (MSAE) members on December 6 and performed This Is a
Recording at the Experimental Sound Studio on December 7. The event was hosted by the
MSAE and (WFAE President), Eric Leonardson, provided a brief report on national and
international activities and introduced Needham’s performance to a large and receptive
audience.

This is a Recording was also screened at the Warsaw Jewish Film Festival as a part of A
Virtual Memorial Warsaw 2013. The series, under the Patronage of the European
Parliament in partnership with the Warsaw Jewish Film Festival & art video KOELN, was
hosted by The Museum of the History of Polish Jews.

Additionally, Needham’s writings on his own Antarctic work have been published in
Leonardo Music Journal 23. The article, titled Instruments of Tension: Gramophones,
Springs and the Performance of Place was co-authored with Eric Leonardson.

Eric Leonardson led a soundwalk for students, faculty, and local residents at Northern
Michigan University in Marquette, Michigan on November 8, which was hosted by
composer, teacher, and new MSAE member Carrie Biolo. Leonardson will present a paper
at the "Urban Soundscapes and Critical Citizenship" conference in Limerick Ireland, which
is organized by the Irish World Academy of Music and Dance, University of Limerick. The
paper, called "Our Sonic Playground: A Model For Active Engagement in Urban
Soundscape," describes recent events that engage public participation actively in the
urban soundscape and may serve as models for future engagements. On October 22,
Leonardson led a workshop, also called "Our Sonic Playground" at Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago. Member Chad Clark recently posted this recap.

Phonographer Christopher DeLaurenti (ASAE) announces the release of Phonopolis:
Urban Field Recordings Volume 1 on the Masters Chemical Society label. Exploring Seattle,
Chicago, Montreal, and New York with a microphone and an open ear, Phonopolis captures
poetic confluences of ambient sounds, music, speech, and human activity. These unedited
documents of aural dérive capture hand-cranked phonographs, thrumming office
buildings, an army of flutes, Hong Kong supermarket bustle, and a battle between
competing rave tents. Click2Listen to a preview on soundcloud.

 

In the UK and Ireland: Aki Pasoulas, Reporter

The WFAE endorsed Symposium on Acoustic Ecology was a huge success, bringing
together 75 scholars, composers and artists from 18 different countries with 101 accepted
works. These included compositions played in two concerts and two listening rooms,
installations in five locations, and parallel sessions of 40 papers. There were also three
very interesting keynote speeches by Barry Truax, Katharine Norman and Richard
Ranft. We are currently looking at different options to publish the proceedings.

The first concert was held in the Royal Dockyard Church, with many highlights, especially
the very inspiring opening live piece 'Losperus' by  Stephan Moore and Scott

http://soundstudiesblog.com/2012/07/18/sounding-out-podcast-episode-7-celebrate-world-listening-day-with-the-world-listening-project/
http://www.aruchicago.com/
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http://acousticecology.org.uk/
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Smallwood for microphones, resonant objects
and  motorised devices; and the closing piece
 'Making Place' by Katharine  Norman for piano,
interactive processing of animation, text and
audio.  There was a mixture of live
performances and fixed stereophonic works,
including an ambisonic work by Bethan
Parkes.

In the final concert, we had the inauguration of
the MAAST (Music and Audio Arts Sound Theatre) diffusion system of Kent University,
which  consists of 32 channels, and for which we wrote a software program to  control the
sound diffusion via a custom made controller. We had two world premieres, Felipe
Otondo's 'Night Study No 1 (colours)', and Barry Truax's  'Earth and Steel' for eight
channels. Barry's work was inspired by the space where it was premiered, which the
composer visited in spring 2013.  Despite the cold in the Mezzanine, where the concert
was held, the  audience (wrapped up in blankets) enjoyed the live diffusion; this was 
evident from the positive feedback we received via emails after the  symposium.

A lot of participants asked us to repeat the symposium every year. Although this may be
difficult, we have decided to establish the Symposium on Acoustic Ecology as a recurrent
event every two years. Next time, we shall choose a more agreeable season;
spring/summer will be better, especially for concerts in the listed buildings where heating
is not allowed. We also aim for a longer symposium/conference, so that we avoid parallel
paper sessions and accommodate more composers in the concerts.
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WFAE: SOUND BITES

Article: Scientists show effect of traffic noise on birds
(Seattle PI) Idaho (USA) scientists blasted the sounds of cars
and trucks barreling past from a half-mile string of treetop loud
speakers high on a ridge line above Snake River Plain
"...Songbird numbers declined by more than a quarter and some
species disappeared almost completely. This work may be the
first to isolate the effect of sound, eliminating other traffic-
related disturbances from the equation of what scares birds
away." Click2Read

Paper: Understanding Soundscapes (Buildings) Nicholas Miller offers a new approach
to understanding, improving and designing soundscapes. “Soundscape” means all the
sounds that can be heard in a specific location. Soundscapes can be understood only
through peoples’ perceptions, and this paper proposes using those perceptions to link
soundscape improvement and design with traditional noise control methods. Click2Read

Blog: Pipedown. An online campaign for freedom from piped music. Provides on-going
news and postings related to programmed music in community spaces. Click2Read

Blog: The Pleasure of Bird Song (Caught by the River). Author Cheryl Tipp examines
the history of documenting bird song through audio recordings. Click2Read

Article: Urban Noise Can Turn Sparrows into Bad mums (National Geographic) A
man-made world is a loud one. Between the din of cities and the commotion of traffic, we
flood our surroundings with a chronic barrage of sound. This is bad news for songbirds.
Click2Read

Blog: What New York City Sounded Like in the 1920s (Paleofuture) Ever wonder
what New York City sounded like in the 1920s? Not the music or even the individual
people, but the ambient noise—that swirling mix of life in America's biggest city? Thanks
to historian Emily Thompson explores the topic. Click2Read

Audio: Chicago, What Do You Really Sound Like? (WBEZ91.5) "Too Hot for Hockey"
is a script devised by Corrine McCarthy, a linguist at George Mason University who has
studied the Chicago accent. When read aloud, "Too Hot for Hockey" forces speakers to
vocalize vowels and other sounds (called "tokens" by McCarthy) that reveal how closely
key sounds resemble the accent's dominant traits. Click2Listen
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Article: City of Noise: What’s that you say? Ottawa is getting louder (Ottawa
Citizen). With neighbours comes noise. An Ottawa (Canada) Citizen analysis has found
that nearly 68,000 noise complaints have been filed by residents since 2008. The data in
this article illustrate the range of sounds that annoy residents looking for quiet moments
at home or a decent night’s sleep, as well as how those complaints vary from ward to
ward. Click2Read

Blog: The Frog Goes Brekeke (in Hungarian): Visualizing
Animal Sounds In Multiple Languages (Visual News) One of
the first things we learn as babies are the sounds that animals
make, but did you know that these sounds are different in
every language? French dogs say “waouh,” Japanese horses say
“hihiin,” and Albanian pigs say “hunk!” Click2Read

Article: Whales bombarded by constant shipping noise (The Vancouver Sun). A
bombardment of constant shipping noise and increased tanker traffic is putting whales
along the B.C. coast at ever-greater risk, a new international study concludes. Click2Read

Article: Sonic Philosophy (ArtPulse) In the case of music and sound, what would it
mean to think sonically rather than merely to think about sound? How can sound alter or
inflect philosophy? What concepts and forms of thought can sound itself generate? These
are the questions author Christoph Cox addresses in this article. Click2Read

Article: Concert pianist Laia Martin on trial for noisy practicing (Global
Post)Spanish concert pianist Laia Martin is on trial and could face more than seven years
in jail after a neighbor complained her practicing caused psychological damage.
Click2Read

Article: Music in the Cold: The Remarkable R. Murray Schafer (La Scena Org.)
"Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer and his long-time partner, mezzo-soprano Eleanor
James, live in a farmhouse located in the rural outskirts of Peterborough, Ontario. Upon
pulling into the driveway, a pastoral landscape frames Schafer, who is standing in the
doorway with slightly disheveled hair and an oversized sweater. James follows outside to
greet me with a warm smile and asks, “Did you find the place okay?” Click2Read

Blog Post: Antarctica: Music From The Ice (New Music
USA). Cheryl Leonard writes about how her Antarctic music
grew out of a residency on the Antarctic Peninsula during the
austral summer of 2008-2009. Awarded a grant from the
National Science Foundation’s Antarctic Artists and Writers
Program, she journeyed to Palmer Research Station and spent
five weeks exploring the region and gathering materials for a
series of musical compositions inspired by the area’s
environments and ecosystems. (Photo: Cheryl Leonard)

Click2Read

Article: How did ancient Greek music sound? (BBC) The music of ancient Greece,
unheard for thousands of years, is being brought back to life by Armand D'Angour, a
musician and tutor in classics at Oxford University. He describes what his research is
discovering. Click2Read

Archaeologists unearth oldest musical instruments ever
found (2009) (Boston.com) Professor Nicholas Conard of the
University in Tuebingen shows a flute during a press conference
in Tuebingen, southern Germany, on Wednesday.The thin bird-
bone flute carved some 35,000 years ago and unearthed in a
German cave is the oldest handcrafted musical instrument yet
discovered. Click2Read-Hear

Article: Stanford musicologist probes soundscapes of world's fairs (Stanford
News) PhD candidate Amanda Cannata sheds light on how ethnicity, gender and class
were represented through musical events at the 19th and early 20th century world's fairs.
Click2Read

http://www.ottawacitizen.com/City+Noise+What+that+Ottawa+getting+louder/9049955/story.html
http://www.visualnews.com/2013/10/23/frog-goes-brekeke-hungarian-visualizing-animal-sounds-multiple-languages/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TheVisualNews+%28Visual+News%29
http://www.vancouversun.com/technology/Whales+bombarded+constant+shipping+noise/9070717/story.html
http://artpulsemagazine.com/sonic-philosophy
http://www.globalpost.com/dispatches/globalpost-blogs/weird-wide-web/concert-pianist-laia-martin-trial-noisy-practicing
http://www.scena.org/lsm/sm19-3/sm19-3_schafer_en.html
https://www.newmusicusa.org/antarctica-music-from-the-ice/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-24611454
http://www.boston.com/news/health/articles/2009/06/24/archaeologists_unearth_oldest_musical_intstruments_ever_found/
http://news.stanford.edu/pr/2013/pr-worlds-fair-music-120313.html
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Article-Video: Leonardo Da Vinci's wacky piano is heard
for the first time, after 500 years. (The Age) "An instrument
combining a piano and cello has finally been played to an
audience more than 500 years after it was dreamt up Leonardo
da Vinci. Da Vinci, the Italian Renaissance genius who painted

the Mona Lisa, invented the ‘‘viola organista’’ - which looks like a baby grand piano – but
never built it, experts say. The viola organista has now come to life, thanks to a Polish
concert pianist with a flair for instrument-making and the patience and passion to
interpret da Vinci’s plans" Click2Read

Article-Videos: D'amour et d'haut-parleurs (Of Love and Speakers) (Liberation
Culture) Jerome Fino, mobile video artist, and Emilien Leroy, aka Feromil musician, have
been fascinated with old abandoned rail station sound systems. They decided to revive
these relics are part of the soundscape stations and places of passage. Click2Read (In
French)

Article: A word in your ear: how audio storytelling got sexy (The Conversation). "In
a cultural milieu dominated by long-form television dramas such as Breaking Bad and
Madmen, how has the apparently simple activity of audio storytelling gained such clout?"
Click2Read

Article: Now Hear This: Sound Art Has Arrived (ArtNews) Inviting museum goers to
use their ears as well as eyes is becoming increasingly common at arts institutions around
the United States. Click2Read.

Article: The Power of Sound as an Art Form (New York Times) "Sound art is having a
moment right now,” Gascia Ouzounian, a lecturer at the Sonic Arts Research Center at
Queen’s University Belfast, said by e-mail. "A wave of recent exhibitions has very much
brought sound art to the attention of the wider public." Click2Read

Video: The man who lives in an egg (BBC) Artist Stephen
Turner lives in a wooden egg floating on the water in a quiet
inlet of Hampshire's Beaulieu River. For the next year he is
living and working in the Exbury Egg, as part of a project to
explore the nature of the landscape and the meaning of place,
amidst environmental changes. Click2View/

Blog: Interview with Chris Watson (Headphone Commute)
Chris Watson discusses his project Hy Brasil an Ambisonic
sound installation re-creating the soundscape of an island that
may or may not have existed off the south west coast of Ireland
during the 16th century. Click2Read

Blog: Interview with The Sound Tracker (Designing
Sound). Gordon Hempton is an internationally recognized
nature sound recordist. He’s won an Emmy, been the subject of
a documentary, and is an activist for acoustic ecology field
recording. (Photo: C. Lamarca) Click2Read

Sound Map: Time Lapse Map of Every Nuclear Test (YouTube) Japanese artist Isao
Hashimoto has created a time-lapse map of the 2053 nuclear explosions between 1945-
1998. The result, is an interesting eletroacoustic experience that slowly develops into a
frantic composition of sound. Click2View

Sound Map: Music Across Paris. Brazilian composer and teacher Jose Henrique
Nogueria has created an interactive map that makes available recordings of musical

http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/music/leonardo-da-vincis-wacky-piano-is-heard-for-the-first-time-after-500-years-20131118-2xpqs.html#ixzz2lDP4vMD1
http://www.liberation.fr/culture/2013/10/23/d-amour-et-d-haut-parleurs_941769
http://theconversation.com/a-word-in-your-ear-how-audio-storytelling-got-sexy-20431
http://www.artnews.com/2013/11/14/now-hear-this-sound-art-has-arrived/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/04/arts/international/The-Power-of-Sound-as-an-Art-Form.html?pagewanted=all&_r=1&
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-24574082
http://reviews.headphonecommute.com/2013/11/09/interview-with-chris-watson/
http://designingsound.org/2013/10/interview-with-the-sound-tracker/
http://memolition.com/2013/10/16/time-lapse-map-of-every-nuclear-explosion-ever-on-earth/
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groups from different countries playing in the streets of Paris between 19 and 25 July,
2013. Click2View

Apps Crowdhoster: (Scout Report 11-2013) "Interested in creating your own
crowdfunding project but, alas, you may not know how to code or how to create a website
for such an initiative? The Crowdhoster application is just for you. This app can be used to
create a campaign page complete with a funding progress bar, links, and customizable
content areas. Visitors can look over the features area, check out examples, or read over
their setup guide. This version is compatible with all operating systems. Click2Read

 

TOP

http://www.renatasalles.com/josehenrique/
http://www.crowdhoster.com/
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WFAE: FEATURE ARTICLE

Teaching Sound and Listening: Auditory Experiments
By Leonardo Cardoso, Ph.D. ethnomusicology

cardoso@utexas.edu

In the spring of 2013 I designed and taught the first sound studies course at the
University of Texas at Austin. For years I had been following the field as it quickly
expanded, and many of the references used to conceive and write my dissertation
(Sound-Politics in São Paulo, Brazil) were related to sound studies. My idea with the
course was to introduce multiple ways of talking about sound and hearing to
undergraduate students across campus. Besides, teaching such an interdisciplinary course
would diversify the presence of the School of Music on campus.

The objective of the course was to encourage students to think critically and actively
about (1) how sound and listening allow us to study society more broadly; (2) how sound
and listening habits are present in our daily (urban) lives; (3) how we can use everyday
sounds to reflect on the present and conceive alternative futures. Because the field of
sound studies is potentially endless, I decided to shape the course around three central
topics: sound and technology, sound and space, and urban noise. I was prepared to work
with a small group of ten-to-fifteen people – to my surprise thirty curious students from
all over campus enrolled, all willing to find out what ‘sound studies’ was about.

In this short text I describe two projects developed in class, both of which relate to a
discussion of sound and space (and, consequently, to ecomusicology): the soundwalk and
the field recordings. Both assignments were carried on in the middle of the semester; by
then students had already an analytical toolkit to talk about their auditory experiences.
For instance, they were familiar with Murray Schafer's pioneering work on soundscape
studies, Henri Lefebvre’s ideas about the production of space, basic notions of
architectural acoustics, and Jean-Paul Thibaud’s article on the acoustic embodiment of
social practice. A class map outlines the topics that were covered in the course.

1. SOUNDWALK

On March 27 2013 we did a soundwalk across the University of Texas campus. We started
in the classroom in the School of Music Building (east side of campus), and ended at the
entrance of the Radio-Television-Film Building (west side of campus), where we met
Professor Andrew Garrison, the department’s audio area head. Garrison showed us the
RTF building and briefly talked about sound mixing and recording in film.
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In organizing the soundwalk I was particularly interested in discussing how different
individuals in the same acoustic environment are often sensitized to different sonic
events; still, there is a shared pattern of filtering certain sounds and paying closer
attention to others. This filtering process has something to do not only with loudness, but
with how we associate different sonic events to a wide range of “moods,” mindsets, tastes,
and expectations. To compare these filtering processes, I gave each student a small
notebook and asked them to write down whatever they heard as we walked. You can see
the results of the most mentioned sounds here (indoors) and here (outdoors).

In previous classes we had talked about Michael Bull’s work on the privatization and
aesthetization of space made possible by mobile mp3 player. Most students told me they
always wear headphones when moving around campus. The soundwalk offered them a
chance to experience the campus as a dynamic environment with several sonic layers that
indicate, among other things, modes of social interaction, landscape design, and
socioeconomic activities. It also gave them a chance to think of alternative acoustic
futures – did they find certain sounds unnecessary? Did these sounds affected specific
spaces negatively? For instance, most students enjoyed “natural” sounds (birds chirping
and the sound of the creek waterfall), which are located only in a few spots across
campus. Could we think of ways of re-designing the campus acoustically?

Students soundwalking
on Whitis Ave. (UT
Campus). Photo by
Leonardo Cardoso

This Google Maps shot gives an aerial view of the
soundwalk route.

2. FIELD RECORDINGS

For the second project, I asked students to (1) choose one or more environment(s) in the
city, (2) listen closely to how the environment was acoustically organized (paying
attention to sounds in relation to shared behaviors), and (3) relate that soundscape with
the three central topics mentioned above. Additionally, I provided a list of 21 themes that
they could address (the list ranges from something vague as “repetition” or “annoying
sounds,” to the more specific items such as “nature” and “construction”).

This assignment gave the students an opportunity to think outside the standard vision-
centric mode of registering experiences – they were much more familiar to the visual
Twitter and Instagram than to SoundCloud or soundmap projects. It also allowed them to
explore spaces outside campus and listen to Austin’s acoustic diversity (including its
popular nightlife). I was surprised not only by the variety of sounds the students collected,
but also by the creative ways in which they engaged with the readings and proposed
themes. You can check some of their recordings here.

CONCLUSION

At the end of the semester, one student said she had “learned a surprising amount of
stuff.” Another admitted the course content was not something he had ever thought of
studying in depth, but that he was glad to have taken the class and discover there is not
one, but several fields interested in studying sound from a sociological perspective.
Building on this experience, in future courses I expect to design more collaborative

http://leonardoccardoso.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/screen-shot-2013-04-11-at-11-46-07-pm.png
http://leonardoccardoso.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/soundwalk-march-27-2013_snapseed1.jpg
https://soundcloud.com/listeningtothecity/sets/sound-studies-course-spring
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soundwalks and field recordings. I’m thinking of creating soundmaps and sound
installations, further encouraging students to compose podcasts (only two of them did,
and you can access them here and here), and collaborating with sound archives. I also
want to bring forward a more critical perspective on urbanism – how can we rethink social
life in the city? How can sound-related fields such as sound studies and ecomusicology
help us to put forward more sustainable, diverse, and democratic spaces? As
ecomusicology continues to grow and dialogue with other disciplines, bringing a new
perspective on environmentalism and soundscape studies, I think we have an important
contribution to make to this debate.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Leonardo Cardoso was born in Porto Alegre, Brazil, where he
earned a B.M. in composition. In 2005 he joined the
Ethnomusicology Research Group at UFRGS (Federal University
of Rio Grande do Sul, where he participated in several
ethnographic projects. In 2010 he received his master’s in
ethnomusicology at the University of Texas at Austin. His thesis
focused on the experimental field of visual music in Los Angeles
from an ethnographic perspective. His PhD dissertation (under
Prof. Erlmann’s supervision), finished in December 2013, tackles

the institutionalization of noise control and debates on funk as a controversial sound in
São Paulo, Brazil. Leonardo has been published in Society for Ethnomusicology Student
News, Anthropology News and SoundingOut!  He is also a photographer, composer,
and sound collector.
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WFAE: RESEARCH AND PROJECTS - Meri Kytö (FSAE) Editor

Mapping the Sounds of Collections:
Listening to Museums and Archives

By John Kannenberg, MFA

Museums, although thought of as silent spaces, can be surprisingly noisy when listened to
attentively. A large portion of my practice as an artist involves listening to museums,
where the sonic collisions between present and past create what I have previously
referred to as the active sounds of history (Kannenberg 2012, 8). While I am not
suggesting we can listen to the past directly by looking at objects, I believe that
contemporary sounds in museum spaces are experientially charged and transformed by
their physical contact with the tangible cultural heritage of the past. This transformation is
in part reliant upon the accepted authenticity of museum objects:

The presence of the original is the prerequisite to the concept of authenticity
. . . Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one
element: its presence in time and space, its unique existence at the place
where it happens to be. (Benjamin 1968, 220.)

The complex subject of museum collections’ authenticity has been discussed in-depth
elsewhere (Crew & Sims 1991). Although there can be disagreements about the
importance of authenticity within the museum experience (Jones 1990 cited in Pearce
1992, 24), I defer to the curatorial authority of museums in this case, and believe that the
contemporary sounds I hear surrounding museum objects are physically interacting with
pieces of the past that exist within the present.

While listening to these spaces, I make sound recordings of them. I began collecting the
sounds of museums more than a decade ago, gradually developing two concurrent
projects: one is an ongoing series of under-the-radar “performances” of John Cage’s iconic
“silent” piece 4'33", my audio recorder capturing the sound of me not performing any
form of musical instrument, putting a sonic frame around spaces that are packed with
visually framed objects (Kannenberg 2010, 2013). The second is a more thorough and
methodical approach, collecting as many sounds within the public (and sometimes
private) areas of a specific museum as possible over a period of time, subsequently
creating linear compositions with these edited (but otherwise unmanipulated) recordings
that I refer to as sound maps, in the tradition of Annea Lockwood’s River Archive project
(Kahn 2001, 288).

The first of my museum sound maps, the hour-long A Sound Map of the Egyptian
Museum, Cairo, was composed from eight hours of recordings made in multiple sessions
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over a six week period. This piece was exhibited at WFAE’s 2011 Annual Conference on
Acoustic Ecology in Corfu, and was released as a CD by the Hungarian record label
3Leaves in 2010. Since the completion of that project, I have completed composing one
further museum sound map and collected source recordings for two more.

Before describing the new projects in more detail, I must briefly address some of the
artistic goals and theoretical underpinnings of these projects. For me, these sound maps
demonstrate a tension between simultaneity and linearity – something I find inherent to
the experience of visiting a museum, wherein my experience of the history on display is
seldom linear. I jump from object to object randomly more often than I follow the pre-
conceived plans of the exhibition designers. This tension is embedded within my sound
maps, as they are linear listening experiences made up of edited sounds whose
juxtapositions are often experientially or architecturally impossible in real life. My maps
are created as guides for an audience to replicate the way I experience the spaces I
record – to share my sonic experience of these places. For me, my museum sound maps
are collections of sonic objects: distant cousins of the objets sonores of Pierre Schaeffer
(2004, 79) heard through the metaphorical low-pass filter that is a materialist theory of
sound (Cox 2011, 157). Listeners of the maps are presented with curated collections of
acousmatic events (Nancy 2007, 3) that are intended to evoke a dream-like experience of
resonance and wonder, freed from the confines of the visual baggage that usually
dominates one’s encounters with a collection of objects on display.

A Sound Map of the Art Institute of Chicago

In the spring of 2013, I began making recordings at the Art Institute of Chicago for a new
sound map project, another hour-long composition to be released as a CD by 3Leaves in
2014. Since I lived in Chicago at the time, these recordings are much more relaxed than
those from the Egyptian Museum. Because I had no formal permission to record in the
museum, I did my best to hide my Olympus LS-10 digital recorder while working. Without
trying, I stumbled into many awkward interactions with museum security. Unlike in my
previous sound map, for this project I have used these incidents to make myself a
performative character in my own documentary – as much a result of putting the “active
sounds of history” theory into practice as it was a way to push myself into new stylistic
and aesthetic territory.

The resulting sound map is a straightforward linear tour of the museum’s two main
buildings, a sharawadji of orderly chaos echoing a curator’s attempt to design an exhibit
in a linear order that is then not followed by many visitors (unless they purchase the
audio tour). It begins outside the original Art Institute building on Michigan Avenue. Upon
walking into the museum’s entrance, linear travel is shattered by impossible combinations
of sounds from multiple galleries or floors as well as jump cuts from place to place.
Hushed whispers and camera shutters are joined by the ticks of a drawing class setting up
their seats and the museum’s beeping proximity alarms. The map then exits through the
museum’s Michigan Avenue gift shop, cross-fading to the Nichols Bridgeway leading
directly into the museum’s 2009 Modern Wing addition. The piece then pauses to listen to
a lunch break inside the Modern Wing café. An impossible journey through the Modern
Wing follows: elevators, mechanical transport equipment, a lecture on Kandinsky’s
synesthesia, and the footsteps of Fleetwood Mac’s Lindsay Buckingham place this section
of the composition squarely in the world of Modernism. The map then exits through the
Modern Wing gift shop, returning to Monroe Street where a group discusses their visit.

A Sound Map of the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford

The Pitt Rivers, one of the world’s most iconic museum
collections that still evokes the practices of cabinets of
curiosity – object collections which led to the origins of
contemporary museums (Blom 2004, 122) – is the
smallest museum I’ve yet recorded. Its three floors
occupy one large open space, making it a veritable
echo chamber. Collected during a recent trip to London
in November 2013, I had only two hours to make the
recordings. As if on cue, a tour group of very young
(and quite loud) students walked in the moment I

began recording; clearly my initial plan of capturing nothing but thick, reverberant room
tone needed revising. However, I quickly realized the chaotic din of the students was a
perfect sonic metaphor for the museum’s own over-packed displays that evoke a childlike
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sense of wonder. From soundmarks like the clanging of the two mechanical donation
boxes on the ground and first floors, to the jangle of a museum employee’s keys echoing
in the main staircase, to the banter of security guards, I captured enough sonic variety to
provide source material for a 20 to 30 minute map which I expect will be the least linear
of the project so far. (Photo by Helen frost at the Pitt Rivers Museum)

A Sound Map of the British Library Sound Archive, London

The second in-progress sound map branches off in a slightly new direction, eschewing the
public areas of a museum for the off-limits private archives of a library. I was invited to
the British Library this past November for a private tour of their Sound Archive given by
Cheryl Tipp, the library’s Curator of Wildlife Sounds, and during my afternoon there I
collected several hours of recorded material.

According to Tipp, the Archive’s millions of recordings are housed in every format
imaginable, from Edison cylinders to BluRay discs (personal communication, 26 Nov.
2013), making the opportunity to collect the ambient noise within a storehouse of sound-
containing objects irresistible. A vast soundscape much richer than I expected, the
underground Sound Archive contains an automated materials delivery system of whirring
conveyor belts and bumping bins as well as squeaky-wheeled book trucks, metal gates
clanking within thick reverb, a buzzing compact shelving system, and the sound of the
London Underground system (the Archive was built below the King’s Cross/St. Pancras
station). When completed, this map may be the most sonically rich of my project so far,
as well as one of the most linear due to recording while on a guided tour.

The four sound maps in my body of work so far barely scratch the surface of the world’s
vast array of curated collections. As my research on the sonic experience of collecting
institutions continues, I hope that my sound maps of these locations will help encourage
my audience to experience museums and archives as “all solitary dreamers [do] . . .
hear[ing] differently when they close their eyes” (Bachelard 1994, 181).
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About the Author: John Kannenberg holds an MFA in Studio Art and a certificate in
Museum Studies from the University of Michigan. His thesis research explored the sonic
experience of museums, the human perception of time, and the psychology of collection.
He is an active artist and the curator of Stasisfield.com, an mp3 record label devoted to
international sound art. He writes about sound, museums, and philosophy on
Phonomnesis.com. (Website: http://www.johnkannenberg.com)
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January 10, 2014 Workshop: THE MATERIAL IMAGINATION: Sound, Space, and
Human Consciousness. Stanford University. Standford, California. Speaker Alexander
Nemerov, "Acoustic Shadows: Macbeth and the Civil War." Read More.

January 14, 2014 (Deadline) Call for Submissions. Organized Sound: An
International Journal of Music and Technology. Issue thematic title: Mediation:
Notation and Communication in Electroacoustic Music Performance. Electroacoustic Music
created in real-time is understood as much by the means through which realisers
communicate as it is by its sound pallet. Read More.

January 17-19, 2014 (Seminar/Workshop) Nature Sounds Society's Post
Production Workshop. Dan Dugan Sound Design San Francisco, CA. Now that
you've made some great recordings, what do you do next? Learn how to edit, filter, and
produce CDs or MP3s of your recordings. Sound designer Dan Dugan will lead this hands-
on seminar. The post workshop is an opportunity for participants to learn how to use
digital audio workstation software. The workshop is open to both amateurs and
professionals. Read More.

January 20, 2014 (Deadline) Call Sonic Arts Awards 2014.SoundEx and moorroom
cultural association are pleased to present the second edition of the Sonic Arts Award
(SAAW). The Sonic Arts Award is aimed at the production and promotion of sonic arts at
an international level. SAAW will assign a cash prize to the winning project of each of the
four categories. The fratto9 record label will select 1 (one) artist from among all
participants for the publication of a CD as part of its catalogue. Winners will be notified in
May 2014. Read More.

February 7, 2014 Workshop: THE MATERIAL IMAGINATION: Sound, Space, and
Human Consciousness. Stanford University. Standford, California. Speaker Justin
Tackett, "Sound, Cities, Technology in 19th-Century American Literature" Read More.

February 19-22, 2014 Conference: Archaeoacoustics: The Archaeology of Sound.
Malta. Researchers around the globe are now taking note of unusual sound behavior in the
world's sacred places and earliest buildings, including Malta's megalithic temples. The
question goes beyond: Did ancient people try to control sound? to wondering: Why? Our
goal during this event is to pull together information and experience from a wide range of
sources, seeking a thread that identifies the most fundamental application of the human
experience of hearing. Read More.

February 28, 2014 Deadline: Papers. Invisible Places | Sounding Cities
International Symposium on Sound, Urbanism and Place July 18, 19 and 20,
2014, Viseu Portugal. We invite artists to show sound pieces around the theme “Sound
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and Sense of Place”. We are interested in artistic works that raise awareness to the urban
soundscape and that reflect critically how cities are growing and being planned around the
globe. (Link to be announced.)

March 27-28, 2014. Urban Soundscapes and Critical Citizenship. Limerick, Ireland.
In this interdisciplinary conference, we explore the intersection of soundscapes and
acoustic ecology studies (Murray Schafer 1977; Truax 1978) with urban, applied
ethnomusicology's focus on human subjects (Hemetek and Reyes 2007; Jurková 2012)
and with sociological understandings of the cultural restructuring of urban space (Fainstein
and Campbell, 2011; LeGates 2011; Bridge and Watson 2010), through an evocation of
'critical citizenship' (Nell et al, 2012). Read More.

March 14, 2014 Workshop: THE MATERIAL IMAGINATION: Sound, Space, and
Human Consciousness. Stanford University. Standford, California. Speaker Justin
Tackett, "Sound, Cities, Technology in 19th-Century American Literature" Read More

April 1, 2014 (Deadline) Call for submissions Sound in the Land 2013. Sound in
the Land 2014 – Music and the Environment – is a Festival/Conference of Mennonites and
music scheduled for June 5 – 8, 2014 at Conrad Grebel/University of Waterloo. This event
will seek to explore and discover new ways of hearing the earth, listening to the
environment, and creating musical and scholarly responses to what we hear. Read More.

April 4, 2014 Workshop: THE MATERIAL IMAGINATION: Sound, Space, and
Human Consciousness. Stanford University. Standford, California. Margot Fassler,
"Architecture and Music: Hildegard's Allegorized Setting for the Ordo Virtutum". Read
More

May 2, 2014 Workshop: THE MATERIAL IMAGINATION: Sound, Space, and
Human Consciousness. Stanford University. Standford, California. Speaker: Thomas
Blom Hansen, "Concerning City Sounds and Senses". Read More

April 11, 2014 Workshop: THE MATERIAL IMAGINATION: Sound, Space, and
Human Consciousness. Stanford University. Standford, California. Speaker: Charles
Hirschkind, "The Ethical Soundscape: Cassette Sermons and Islamic Counter Publics".
Read More

April 16-17, 2014 Symposium#8 Audio Mobility. Locus Sonus, Aix en Provence,
France. Read More.

June 5-28, 2014 Conference: Sound in the Land 2014 - Sound in the Land 2014 will
explore music and the environment while discovering new Mennonite perspectives. As a
sequel to the highly successful Sound in the Lands 2009 (which explored Mennonite music
across borders and boundaries), and Sound in the Land 2004 (which dealt with Mennonite
musical diversities), Sound in the Land 2014 is both a festival with multiple concerts,
performances and workshops featuring many musical styles, and an academic conference
with papers and presentations exploring the new field of “ecomusicology” (music and the
environment) from various Mennonite perspectives, locally and globally. R. Murray
Schafer, well-known Canadian composer/founder of World Forum for Acoustic Ecology, has
consented to be a keynote speaker. Read More.

July 1-4, 2014 Crossroads in Cultural Studies, Tampere, Finland . The 10th
Crossroads Conference in Cultural Studies will be hosted by the School of Communication,
Media and Theatre (CMT) at the University of Tampere jointly with the Society for Cultural
Studies in Finland and the Association for Cultural Studies (ACS). Read More.

July 18, 19, and 20, 2014 Invisible Places | Sounding Cities International
Symposium on Sound, Urbanism and Place. One of the fundamental premises of
Acoustic Ecology is the idea of hearing education. It is in this sense that we will promote
workshops, performances and sound installations in the public space in order to create a
wider awareness of what is discussed by the researchers who will present their work
during the symposium. Details yet to be announced.

Open Call: Spazioersetti, a privately funded exhibition venue based in Udine, north-east
Italy dedicated to sound and space. It is currently accepting proposals for multi-channel
sound installations to be exhibited. Works works must clearly focus on the relationship
between sound and space, i.e. we are interested in sounds that are evidence of a
dimension, a position, a proportion. Read More.

http://www.iaspm.org.uk/urban-soundscapes-and-critical-citizenship/
https://soundmaterialimagination.stanford.edu/
https://uwaterloo.ca/grebel/sound-land-2014/call-submissions
https://soundmaterialimagination.stanford.edu/
https://soundmaterialimagination.stanford.edu/
https://soundmaterialimagination.stanford.edu/
http://locusonus.org/w/index.php?page=Symposium8
https://uwaterloo.ca/grebel/sound-land-2014/about
http://www.cultstud.org/wordpress/?page_id=130
http://www.spazioersetti.it/apply/
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SUBMIT EVENTS: Send press releases about acoustic-ecology events to wfae (dot)
organization(at)gmail.com. Put "Calendar Event" in the subject heading.
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WFAE: RESOURCES - GOOD READING

Book: Art of Immersive Soundscapes. By Pauline
Minevich (Editor), Ellen Waterman (Editor). An
immersive soundscape can be as simple as a
recording made in a forest or it can be as complex as
a movie soundtrack, which involves music but also
uses many other sounds - to set the mood for the
action and to literally put the viewer in the picture.
The Art of Immersive Soundscapes provides a
fascinating tour of contemporary sound art practices
that comprises scholarly essays, artists' statements,
and a DVD with sonic and visual examples. Read
More.

Series: CPP (Book 41)
Paperback: 240 pages
Publisher: University of Regina Press; Pap/Dvdr
edition (October 28, 2013)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0889772584
ISBN-13: 978-0889772588

Book: The Soundscape of Modernity. By Emily
Thompson. In this history of aural culture in early-
twentieth-century America, Emily Thompson charts
dramatic transformations in what people heard and
how they listened. What they heard was a new kind
of sound that was the product of modern technology.
They listened as newly critical consumers of aural
commodities. By examining the technologies that
produced this sound, as well as the culture that
enthusiastically consumed it, Thompson recovers a
lost dimension of the Machine Age and deepens our
understanding of the experience of change that
characterized the era. Read More.

Publisher: The MIT Press (September 17, 2004)
Language: English
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ISBN-10: 0262701065
ISBN-13: 978-0262701068

Book: Hear Where We Are: Sound, Ecology, and
Sense of Place. By Michael Stocker. Throughout
history, hearing and sound perception have been
typically framed in the context of how sound conveys
information and how that information influences the
listener. "Hear Where We Are" inverts this premise
and examines how humans and other hearing
animals use sound to establish acoustical
relationships with their surroundings.

In "Hear Where We Are" the author continuously
challenges many of the bio-acoustic orthodoxies,
reframing the entire inquiry into sound perception
and communication. By moving beyond our common
assumptions, many of the mysteries of acoustical
behavior become revealed, exposing a fresh and
fertile panorama of acoustical experience and
adaptation. Read More.

Publisher: Springer; 2013 edition (August 26, 2013)
ISBN-10: 1461472849
ISBN-13: 978-1461472841

Making Noise and Reading Noise. By Hillel
Schwartz. When did the "silent deeps" become
cacophonous and galaxies begin to swim in a sea of
cosmic noise? Why do we think that noises have
colors and that colors can be loud? How loud is too
loud, and says who? Attending, as ears do, to a
surround of sounds at once physical and political,
Hillel Schwartz listens across millennia for changes in
the Western experience and understanding of noise.
From the uproarious junior gods of Babylonian epics
to crying infants heard over baby monitors. Making
Noise follows "unwanted sound" on its surprisingly
revealing path through terrains domestic and
industrial, urban and rural, legal and religious,
musical and medical, poetic and scientific.

Drawing upon diversity of sources Schwartz traces
the process by which noise today has become as
powerfully metaphorical as the original Babel.

Hardcover: 928 pages
Publisher: Zone Books; 1ST edition (October 28,
2011)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1935408127
ISBN-13: 978-1935408123

 

http://www.springer.com/physics/classical+continuum+physics/book/978-1-4614-7284-1
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Book: Noise: A Human History of Sound and
Listening. By David Hendy. What if history had a
sound track? What would it tell us about ourselves?
Based on a thirty-part BBC Radio series and podcast,
Noise explores the human dramas that have revolved
around sound at various points in the last 100,000
years, allowing us to think in fresh ways about the
meaning of our collective past.

Breaking up the history of sound into prehistoric
noise, the age of oratory, the sounds of religion, the
sounds of power and revolt, the rise of machines, and
what he calls our "amplified age," Hendy teases out
continuities and breaches in our long relationship with
sound in order to bring new meaning to the human
story. Read More.

Hardcover: 400 pages
Publisher: Ecco (October 15, 2013)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 0062283073
ISBN-13: 978-0062283078

Book: Ways of Listening, Figures of Thought.
Co-edited by Sabine Breitsameter and Eric
Leonardson. This is a rewarding historical overview of
R. Murray Schafer’s contributions to the field of
acoustic-ecology and will be of value to anyone
interested in expanding discourse of sound, listening,
and environment and the future of the field will
benefit from reading her thought-provoking essay.
The 72-page publication features statements by 25
notable, internationally respected writers, designers,
scientists, educators, and artists who know and have
been inspired by Schafer’s work. Individuals
interested in how to obtain a copy of the Festschrift
for R Murray Schafer on his 80th birthday should
email festschrift@wfae.net for details. Read More.

Publisher: Dieburg Series on Acoustic Ecology 3,
Soundscape & Environmental Medialab/Hochschule
Darmstadt (July 2013)
ISBN: 978-3-00-042395-6

 

http://www.amazon.com/Noise-Human-History-Sound-Listening/dp/0062283073/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1384881680&sr=1-1
mailto:festschrift@wfae.net
http://ericleonardson.org/whatsnew/2013/09/08/ways-of-listening-figures-of-thought-a-festschrift-for-r-murray-schafer-on-the-occasion-of-his-80th-birthday/
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Book: On Listening Edited by Angus Carlyle &
Cathy Lane. On Listening is a unique collection of
forty multi-disciplinary perspectives drawn from
anthropology, bioacoustics, geography, literature,
community activism, sociology, religion, philosophy,
art history, conflict mediation and the sonic arts
including music, ethnomusicology and field recording.
These specially commissioned contributions explore
the many ways in which skilled listening can mediate
new relationships with our physical environment and
the people and other species that we share it with.
From the Introduction: “Listening has become an
increasingly popular subject of study. It features in
conferences, in academic journals, in doctoral
research projects. However, reflexive listening is an
applied practice that exceeds the boundaries of
academic institutions to take its place in a number of
everyday settings. This book aims to connect the
scholarly and the experiential and extend the
contemporary discourse on listening.” Read More

Uniformbooks
ISBN 978 1 910010 01 3
200pp, 234 x 142mm
Published October 2013
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WFAE: INFORMATION

The World Forum for Acoustic Ecology (WFAE), founded in 1993, is an international
association of nine affiliated organizations that share a common concern with the state of
the world's soundscapes. Our members represent a multi-disciplinary spectrum of
individuals engaged in the study of the social, cultural and ecological aspects of the sonic
environment.

 WFAE AFFILIATE ORGANIZATIONS

American Society for Acoustic Ecology contact-asae@wfae.net
Australian Forum for Acoustic Ecology contact-afae@wfae.net
Canadian Association for Sound Ecology contact-case@wfae.net
Forum fuer Klanglandschaft contact-fkl@wfae.net
Hellenic Society for Acoustic Ecology contact-hsae@wfae.net
Finnish Society for Acoustic Ecology contact-fsae@wfae.net
Foro Mexicano de Ecologia Acustica contact-mfae@wfae.net
Soundscape Association of Japan contact-jase@wfae.net
UK and Ireland Soundscape Community contact-ukisc@wfae.net

 WFAE MEMBERSHIP:  Become an individual or WFAE Affiliate Organization member.
Visit the WFAE Membership page for more information.

 WFAE NEWSLETTER: Back issues of the WFAE Newsletter dating to 2004 are archived
online. Back copies of Soundscape, The Journal of Acoustic Ecology are also available.

 WFAE Newsletter Contact:wfae.newsletter@gmail.com

The WFAE Newsletter is published as a bimonthly supplement to Soundscape, The Journal
of Acoustic Ecology. Any content included in this newsletter site and/or opinions expressed
therein do not necessarily reflect the views of the World Forum For Acoustic Ecology and
remain solely those of the author(s). Web links and published material has been included
only for ease of educational reference and informational purposes.

 WFAE Volunteer Newsletter Staff

Gary Ferrington, WFAE Secretary, Editor
Meri Kytö, WFAE Co-Vice President, Contributing Research Editor
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